
Abstract Single wood cells have complex tensile behavior. To gain insight
into this complex functionality, the behavior of single wood tracheids was
studied under controlled cyclic tensile loading. The cyclic tensile stress–strain
curves show that beyond the yield point the tracheid undergoes permanent
deformations and its rigidity increases. As in plasticity elastic (or visco-elastic)
unloading takes place and energy is dissipated by permanent deformation.
Consequently, single tracheids show a load-history dependent behavior. To
understand the intervening mechanism in the process of elasto-plastic re-
sponse of a wood tracheid, a micromechanical based model was developed.
This model permits us to describe the influence of non-uniformity of micro-
fibril angle (MFA) and other defects on the wood cell rigidity and to discuss
different scenarios, which may occur during the tensile test. Successive dam-
age of the hemicelluloses and lignin matrix and reduction of MFA as mainly
responsible for elasto-plastic response of a wood cell were suggested. It should
be noted that this paper is part of the research work which has been reported
previously (Navi et al. in Wood Sci Technol 29:411–429, 1995; 36:447–462,
2002; Sedighi-Gilani et al. in Wood Sci Technol 39:419–430, 2005).

Introduction

There are numerous experimental studies investigating the behavior of single
wood cells in tension (Page and El-Hosseiny 1983; Groom et al. 2002b; Groom
et al. 2002a; Burgert et al. 2002). All these experiments have shown that the
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tensile behavior of single wood cells is complex and cannot be described by
the simple linear elasticity. On the other hand, estimation of the elastic
properties of cell wall has been the subject of several approaches. Mark (1967)
reviewed the early literature on cell wall models and proposed a model of
single tracheid to compute the internal stresses. Following this work, many
researchers (Cave 1968, 1969; Schniewind and Barrett 1969; Salmmén and de
Ruvo 1985) developed two-dimensional models based on micromechanical
approaches and predicted the longitudinal elastic modulus of a single wood
cell as a function of mean microfibril angle (MFA). Later, Navi (1988),
Harrington (2002), and Persson (2000) estimated the elastic rigidity of wood
cells by using three-dimensional models. Wood multi-scale modeling (Perré
2001) and more advanced micromechanical modeling of the wood cell wall
(Bergander and Salmén 2002) were the other important achievements in this
field. In spite of these important findings, the models could only predict the
behavior of single tracheids in the elastic zone and no model existed to explain
the complex stress–strain behavior of single wood tracheids after the yield
point.

Evidences of experimental results showing the elasto-viscoplastic behavior
of thin wood tissue under controlled cyclic tensile loading are remarkable
(Navi et al. 1995; Keckes et al. 2003). Navi et al. (1995) showed that the load-
extension curves of thin wood specimens consist of three distinct segments.
The first segment is almost a straight line. At some level of loading, a yield
point is observed and beyond this point the specimen undergoes large per-
manent deformations. In this segment, the specimen macroscopically behaves
like an elasto-plastic material with positive hardening. However, the rigidity
of the specimen after the yield point does not decrease and as the load is
further increased, the slope of the curve increases significantly (third segment)
with no evidence of yielding occurring in the specimen. Based on these
experimental results, a micromechanical model was built to explain the elasto-
plastic behavior of thin wood tissue by occurrence of matrix degradation
(yielding) and local decrease of MFA. In this model, two important hypoth-
eses were made; first considering the MFA non-uniform along one wood
tracheid and second the possibility of local degradation of the matrix (lignin
and hemicelluloses). However, each of these hypotheses had to be validated
either by experimentations or by modeling. On one hand, recent observations
of the local MFA in single wood tracheids using different techniques such as
soft-rot cavity (Anagnost et al. 2002; Khalili et al. 2001), improved iodine
method (Wang et al. 2001) and confocal laser scanning microscopy (Sedighi-
Gilani et al. 2005, 2006) showed that, contrary to what was assumed before,
microfibril orientation in one wood tracheid is non-uniform. On the other
hand, the possibility of local degradation of the cell wall matrix was reinforced
by recent models (Navi et al. 2002; Navi and Sedighi-Gilani 2004).

The main objective of this work was to investigate the underlying mecha-
nisms in the complex behavior of single wood tracheids. It is explained that in
spite of the possibility of occurrence of slip mechanisms at molecular level
which was explained in Navi et al. (2002) and Keckes et al. (2003) other
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phenomena like local reduction of MFA and successive damaging of the
matrix are responsible for the complex behavior of wood tracheids.

Materials and methods

Tracheid preparation

Small cubic pieces of juvenile wood, mature wood and compression wood
(spruce) were cut and saturated in deionized water to facilitate chipping thin
layers (about 100 lm) with a microtome. Cubs were chipped in the radial
direction. Both earlywood and latewood tracheids were mechanically peeled
out from the wet wood chips using fine tweezers. Because of the plentiful
existence of bordered pits in earlywood tracheids, their mechanical isolation
was more difficult than that of latewood tracheids. Another difficulty of
sample preparation was the tendency of the single tracheids to twist after
isolation and drying. It was shown that hygroexpansion during humidity
changes in an orthotropic lamina caused the shear stresses in the fiber wall and
led to twisting of the fiber (Studer 2005). The tendency to twist in the
mechanically isolated tracheids, though smaller than the chemically macer-
ated tracheids, is still present. The results of tensile tests on twisted fibers can
be different to the results of non-twisted fibers due to stress concentration in
the twisted zones and their obtained stress–strain curves do not show the
overall behavior of the intact wood fibers. Therefore, controlling the single
isolated tracheids under the microscope and removing the tracheids which
were twisted during preparation is important. The method developed by
Kersavage (1973), placing the epoxy droplets on the ends of tracheid, was used
to grip the tracheids in the mini-press (see Fig. 1). Mechanical isolation of the

Fig. 1 A prepared tracheid
for tensile test
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tracheids and preparation of the samples were performed at room tempera-
ture and humidity and during microscopic observation.

Tensile testing mini-press

To perform the tensile tests on single wood tracheids, a displacement con-
trolled mini-press was developed. The mini-press system records the amount
of generated forces when the known displacement is applied by twisting the
displacement screw.

The portability and small size of the device helps us to perform the in-situ
tensile tests during microscopic observation. In Fig. 2, the machine installed
on the microscope stage is shown.

Two semi-circular steel pieces with conical holes were mounted at the ends
of the displacement beams to grip the sample. The prepared sample with two
spherical shaped epoxy droplets at the ends are placed in these holes and are
gripped between them in tension. In Fig. 3a, one of these semi-circular steel
pieces is shown.

Because of the small size of the specimens, placing a specimen between the
machine clamps along its longitudinal axis when properly aligned with the
force direction is difficult. To ease the placement of the specimen between the
machine clamps in a correct alignment, a device called micro-band which
aligns the longitudinal axis of tracheid with the force axis, was developed and
installed on the mini-press system (Perez et al. 2000). As Fig. 3b shows, the
micro-band has two vertical and horizontal adjusting screws which can verti-
cally and horizontally move one end of the tracheid and align its longitudinal
axis in the force direction.

Fig. 2 Tensile testing mini-press installed on the confocal microscope stage, displacement screw,
micro-band and the sample gripping position are marked with white arrows
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MFA measurement

A Carl Zeiss LSM 310 Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM), equipped
with an argon laser (excitation at 488 nm) and a rotating half-wave plate, was
used to measure the local MFAs of isolated wood tracheids and other features
such as cross-sectional area and length. CLSM allows us to measure the local
MFAs of S2 layer – the tracheid’s thickest wall layer – without degrading the
main structure of the cell wall. These results (Sedighi-Gilani et al. 2005) show
that MFAs are highly variable within the radial wall of earlywood tracheids,
especially in the vicinity of the bordered pits. MFA in latewood fibers and
tangential wall of earlywood fibers, though less than earlywood fibers, was still
non-uniform.

Results and discussion

Tensile test analyses

Two series of experiments, simple tensile tests and cyclic tensile tests were
carried out. The cyclic tensile tests were performed to elucidate the plasticity
response of single tracheids under simple tension.

For each applied displacement, the mini-press permits to measure the
corresponding force. The obtained force–displacement curve is converted to
the stress–strain curve by measuring the effective length and cross-sectional
area of the tracheid before testing. Effective length being the length of the
tracheid between the epoxy droplets is measured with the microscope. The
cross-sectional area of the cell is measured by scanning through the depth of
the cell by argon laser (488 nm wavelength) with confocal laser scanning
microscope. One should note that the tracheids’ natural defects have impor-
tant influences on their tensile behavior and in tracheids having defects such as
cross-field and bordered pit zones, tracheid failure often occurred close to
these areas.

Fig. 3 Tensile testing mini-press attachments. a Semi-circular steel piece with conical holes
working as the clamps, b micro-band with two screws for adjusting the tracheid alignment
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Stress–strain curve of single tracheid under tension

Experiments show that the stress–strain curves of single wood tracheids are
usually different in various tracheids. Compression wood tracheids have
apparently lower stiffness and higher strain potential than normal wood
tracheids. In Fig. 4, the tensile behavior of two spruce earlywood tracheids
taken from normal and compression parts of the stem are shown. The com-
pression wood tracheid was tested under wet conditions because humidity
increases the strain potential in the cells.

In this figure, the stress–strain curve of compression wood tracheid has
three distinct segments. The slope of the first segment of stress–strain curves
shows the effective Young’s modulus of the tracheid. After the yield point, the
slope of the stress–strain curve decreases but remains positive in the second
part and increases again in the third segment.

In Fig. 5, the response of more individual spruce tracheids under axial
tension is shown while the local MFAs at different points along each tracheid
were measured prior to experiments. Because MFA measurement using
CLSM techniques needs manipulations and contains the risk of harming the
tracheids before testing, the measurement of no more than three or four
points along each tracheid was undertaken. Consequently, there is little
information concerning the exact morphology of cellulose microfibrils in the
other parts. However, this example reconfirms that local MFAs are variable in
different parts of a single tracheid and the tensile behavior of a wood tracheid
is not a simple function of the mean MFA.

The slope of the stress–strain curves and the strength of the tracheids were
affected by the range of existing natural defects and non-uniformities of the MFA.

Stress–strain curve of a single tracheid under cyclic tension

Cyclic tensile tests provide more information about the tensile behavior of
wood tracheids. In Fig. 6, the behavior of two compression wood tracheids
under cyclic tensile testing is shown.
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Fig. 4 Stress–strain curves of single spruce tracheid under tension, an earlywood tracheid tested
under dry condition and a compression earlywood tracheid tested under wet condition
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The slope of the first segment in both curves shows the effective modulus of
elasticity of the intact tracheid. At some stage of loading (point 1, between a
and b) a yield point is observed. Beyond this point, the tracheid undergoes a
large, mainly irreversible deformation, and the slope of the stress–strain curve
(line through 1 and 2) decreases but remains positive. The positive slope of the
stress–strain curve after the yield point indicates no strain softening phe-
nomenon. During loading the stiffness of the tracheid increases (increasing
slope of the loading-unloading cycles, lines cd, ef, gh, ij and c¢d¢ and e¢f¢).
These phenomena are attributed to the microstructural evolutions in the cell
wall and are responsible for the third segment of stress–strain curve; segment
with a higher slope after point 2.

Here, a summary of the important observations in the cyclic tensile test is
presented:
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Fig. 5 Stress–strain curves of dry wood tracheids under tensile test, measured local MFAs at
some points along tracheid are mentioned
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Fig. 6 Stress–strain curve of compression wood tracheids under loading-unloading tensile test. a
Tracheid tested under wet condition, MFA was 37�, b tracheid tested under wet condition, MFA
was 32�
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1. Residual strains after each cycle.
2. Force-history dependent behavior (Navi et al. 1995).
3. Increase of the Young’s modulus during loading.

These phenomena could be the consequence of the successive damage and
microfibrillar evolutions in the cell wall which will be discussed by way of the
following model.

Modeling the tensile behavior of single wood tracheids

Unable to visualize the evolution of wood cell ultrastructure under tension, a
micromechanical model was developed. This model describes the tensile
behavior of wood tracheids in relation to their microstructure and possible
structural evolution and damage. Main assumptions of the model are:

1. Wood cells are long hollow cylinders of length L. For simplicity, the cell
wall is made of the S2 layer only and is composed of lignin and hemi-
cellulose matrix reinforced by helical cellulose microfibrils.

2. All natural defects like cross-field zones, dislocations, micro compressions,
and slip planes which affect the local orientation of microfibrils along the
tracheid, are replaced by MFA non-uniformities. In this way a set (a1,
a2,..., an) is considered to represent the local MFAs of different segments
of a wood tracheid such that:

a1 > a2 > � � � > an: ð1Þ

3. Each ai is assumed to be constant along the segment length, Li belonging
to the set (L1, L2,..., Ln) such that:

L1 þ L2 þ � � � þ Ln ¼ L: ð2Þ

Calculation of the effective Young’s modulus of a tracheid before yielding

To obtain the effective Young’s modulus of a wood tracheid with the assumed
non-uniform MFAs, first the Young’s modulus of segment with uniform MFA
was calculated. Young’s modulus of the wood fiber wall S2 layer can be cal-
culated by using the laminate theory equations derived by Cho et al. (1972),
presupposing that the geometrical and mechanical properties of the wall
constituents are known:

Cij ¼
Xn

k¼1

Vk Ck
ij �

Ck
i3Ck

3j

Ck
33

þ
Ck

i3

Pn

l¼1

VlCl
3j

Cl
33
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33
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Vl

Cl
33

2
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775; ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 6Þ; ð3Þ
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Cij ¼ Cji ¼ 0ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 6 ; j ¼ 4; 5Þ; ð4Þ

Cij ¼

Pn

k¼1

Vk

D0k
Ck

ij

Pn

k¼1

Pn

l¼1

VkVl

D0kD0l
ðCk

44Cl
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45Cl
54Þ
ði; j ¼ 4; 5Þ; ð5Þ

D0k ¼
Ck

44 Ck
45

Ck
54 Ck

55

����

���� ; ð6Þ

where Cij

� �
is the stiffness matrix of the cell wall in Voigt representation

(i, j = 1 ,..., 6) and Ck
ij is the stiffness matrix of the wood constituents corre-

sponding to cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin for k = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and
Vk is the volume fraction of the constituents.

These data were collected from existing literature in the field and sum-
marize the three sets of low, medium and high stiffness (Persson 2000)
(Table 1). The indices 1, 2, 3 in this Table denote the three principal direc-
tions: longitudinal, radial and tangential.

To calculate the stiffness tensor of the cell wall, medium stiffness values and
the constituents’ volume fractions at 12% moisture contents (Cellulose 44.5
%, hemicellulose 31.6% and lignin 23.9%) were used. The calculated stiffness
matrix of the cell wall in the principal axes of the microfibrils is as follows:

Cij

� �
¼

73:874 2:744 2:667 0 0 0
2:744 11:335 3:367 0 0 0
2:667 3:367 6:894 0 0 0

0 0 0 2:511 0 0
0 0 0 0 2:511 0
0 0 0 0 0 3:635

2

6666664

3

7777775
ð7Þ

Table 1 Engineering constants of the wood chemical constituents

Constituent Coefficient Low Medium High

Cellulose E1 (GPa) 130.0 150.0 170.0
E2 (GPa) 15.0 17.5 20.0
G12 (GPa) 3.0 4.5 6.0
m21 0.01 0.01 0.01
m32 0.50 0.5 0.5

Hemicellulose E1 (GPa) 14.0 16.0 18.0
E2 (GPa) 3.0 3.5 4.0
G12 (GPa) 1.0 1.5 2
m21 0.10 0.10 0.1
m3 0.40 0.4 0.4

Lignin E (GPa) 2.0 2.75 3.5
m 0.33 0.33 0.33
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Elastic properties of the wall material are calculated by using the effective
compliance matrix, [Sij] which is the inversion of the stiffness matrix.

Sij

h i
¼

1=E1 �t21=E2 �t31=E3 0 0 0
�t12=E1 1=E2 �t32=E3 0 0 0
�t13=E1 �t23=E2 1=E3 0 0 0

0 0 0 1=G12 0 0
0 0 0 0 1=G13 0
0 0 0 0 0 1=G23

2
6666664

3
7777775
: ð8Þ

These results are compared with the obtained results by Harrington et al.
(1998) and Persson (2000), shown in Table 2. This comparison shows a good
agreement between the matrices and numerical calculations.

To consider the role of MFA and to obtain the effective elastic properties in
the cell principal directions, Ca

ij

h i
, the stiffness matrix (7) was transformed by

using the following transformation matrix:

Ca
ij

h i
¼ GT
� �

Cij

� �
G½ �; ð9Þ

where a is the angle between the direction of microfibrils and the cell longi-
tudinal axis (MFA) and [G] is the transformation matrix between the local
and global coordinate system. Considering a porosity ratio for the cell lumen
(assumed here to be 0.3), the calculated Young’s modulus of wood cell with
MFAs varying from 0� to 50� is illustrated in Fig. 7.

For the defined set of MFAs in Eq. 1, the calculated Young’s modulus of
different segments, E1, E2,..., En, is written as:

E1\E2\� � �\En: ð10Þ

Therefore, the effective modulus of the whole tracheid, before any damage,
is calculated by

Table 2 Calculated elastic properties by matrix calculation and finite elements analyses

Coefficient Matrix
calculation

Numerical resultsa

(Persson 2000)
Numerical resultsb

(Harrington et al. 1998)

E1 (GPa) 72.63 72.6 63.96
E2 (GPa) 9.66 7.48 9.16
E3 (GPa) 5.84 6.13 9.85
G21 (GPa) 2.51 3.13 3.02
G31 (GPa) 2.51 2.97 3.38
G23(GPa) 3.63 1.75 2.96
m21 0.02 0.0234 0.33
m31 0.025 0.0208 0.33
m32 0.29 0.438 0.39

aS2 and S3 layers
bS2 layer
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1

Eeff
¼ 1

L

L1

E1
þ L2

E2
þ � � � þ Ln

En

� �
: ð11Þ

Calculation of tracheid Young’s modulus after yield

It was shown that in fiber composite under tension, when the fibers’ rigidity is
much higher than the matrix, the shear deformation of the matrix becomes
dominant and leads to the matrix damage (Plummer et al. 2002). Similar to
man-made composites, the cell tensile strength reduces with increase of MFA
(Tsai 1988). Consequently, occurrence of damage in the wood tracheid is
expected when the MFA has the highest value. Hence, beyond certain levels
of tension, local matrix degradation initiates in the matrix of the weakest zone
of the cell, corresponding to the highest MFA.

To calculate the effect of such degradation on the local Young’s modulus
and for simplification, it was assumed that the matrix damage in micro level
obeys an isotropic damage and can be defined by following equation:

r ¼ ð1� xÞEe; ð12Þ

where x is the damage parameter and x = 0 indicates the intact matrix state.
The damage parameter grows at various stages of the degradation and reaches
x = 1 corresponding to complete damage condition. In this model, reduction
of the matrix elastic parameters does not affect the Poisson ratio, obeying the
isotropic damage theory (Kachanov 1986).

To demonstrate the influence of matrix degradation on the local longitu-
dinal Young’s modulus of the damaged segment, the stiffness tensor should be
recalculated for reduced mechanical properties of lignin and hemicellulose.

Fig. 7 Decrease of local Young’s modulus in a tracheid segment corresponding to different
damage states in the matrix (EL1, EL2 and EL3) in terms of MFA
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These mechanical properties are reduced by (1–x), for different damage
parameters. The reduced properties of lignin and hemicellulose after 90%
reduction are given in Table 3. As previously explained, this reduction does
not follow the Poisson’s ratio. In Fig. 7, the local longitudinal Young’s mod-
ulus of a damaged segment, EL50%, EL70% and EL90%, corresponding to 50, 70
and 90% reduction of matrix stiffness, respectively, is shown. This figure can
help us to study the mechanisms underlying the tensile behavior of wood cells
at the ultrastructural level. To consider the effects of local variation of MFA
during local matrix degradation, different cases referring to Fig. 7 were dis-
cussed.

As a first case, we assume that after the damage initiation and during the
damage process in the matrix of the weakest location of the wood cell (cor-
responding to highest MFA), the MFA remains unchanged. The damage in a
section reduces the local Young’s modulus of the tracheid (without fracture
process zone) until occurrence of final failure in the cell. Indeed, the onset of
damage leads to a failure of the cell. This phenomenon corresponds to lines
AA1 or BB1 in Fig. 7 (A and B are two arbitrary points on the curve). As is
illustrated in Fig. 8a, the stress–strain behavior of the tracheid corresponds to
an elastic behavior with brittle rupture.

However, if the MFA of the damaged zone is reduced, the local Young’s
modulus variation will not be the simple function of the damage parameter.
Under this condition, reduction of local MFA leads to generation of irre-
versible strains.

Irreversible strains due to MFA reduction Cyclic tensile tests showed that
beyond the yield point, the tracheid undergoes a large, mainly irreversible
deformation. The total strain of the tracheid, after the yield point can be
defined by

et ¼ ee þ ea; ð13Þ

where �e and �a are the elastic and irreversible strains, respectively. Reduction
of local MFA in a damaged zone leads to generation of irreversible strains.
Figure 9 shows one segment of the modeled cell with AE = l as the length of

Table 3 Reduced engineering constants of the matrix after 90% damage

Constituent Coefficient Property amounts after
90% reduction

Hemicellulose E1 (GPa) 1.6
E2 (GPa) 0.35
G12 (GPa) 0.15
m21 0.1
m32 0.4

Lignin E (GPa) 0.275
N 0.33
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the intact segment and a as local MFA. If MFA reduces from a to b, the length
of the tracheid segment elongates to AB and the residual strain due to MFA
reduction will be:

Fig. 8 Schematic representations of cell behavior undergoing different mechanisms, rR is the
rupture stress and rP is the plastic limit. a Elastic behavior with brittle failure, b elasto-perfect
plasticity, c elasticity with ocalization and strain softening, d non-localized successive damage with
positive strain hardening e non-localized successive sliding (MFAs are small and more uniform)

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of MFA reduction and induced deformation
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ea ¼
BE

AE
; ð14Þ

where BE = CD cos b and CD ¼ AC�AD ¼ l
cos a� l

cos b :
Replacing the BE and AE equivalents in Eq. 14, the residual strain ea can

be calculated from the following equation:

ea ¼
cos b
cos a

� 1

� �
: ð15Þ

Depending on a, b and the length of the damaged zone, the induced strain
by MFA reduction could be important, up to 50% in some cases.

If MFA of the damaged zone is reduced, the local Young’s modulus vari-
ation will be the function of both damage parameter and MFA reduction and
one of the following cases may occur:

• After damage initiation and during damage process, the local MFA is
reduced and this reduction is such that the local Young’s modulus remains
unchanged (lines AA2 and BB2 in Fig. 7). In this case, a part of the total
strain which is due to MFA reduction is irreversible and the behavior of
the whole wood cell is analogous to the response of a perfect plastic
material with large plastic deformation (Fig. 8b). This behavior could also
be due to the occurrence of sliding sticking mechanism, no MFA reduction
or matrix degradation (Keckes et al. 2003).

• After damage initiation, the MFA reduces while the local Young’s mod-
ulus also reduces (line AA3 in Fig. 7). This case corresponds to strain
softening behavior (strain localization with fracture process zone) which
leads to the final failure of the wood cell (Fig. 8c).

In all the above scenarios, damage initiates in the weakest segment of the
wood cell (highest MFA) and as the local stiffness in the damaged segment
does not increase the final failure of the cell occurs in the same zone where the
damage initiates. However, the experimentally obtained stress–strain curves
of single wood tracheids are not similar to any of Figs. 8a–c. As experiments
show, the tensile stress–strain curves of single wood tracheids are more
analogous to an ‘elasto-plastic behavior’ with positive hardening (Fig. 8d, e).
After the yield point no strain softening occurs and the slope of the stress–
strain curve remains positive. Incidentally, the effective Young’s modulus
increases (increasing slope of the loading segment after unloading cycles).

Increase of the effective Young’s modulus with positive hardening after the
yield point can only occur if the local Young’s modulus of the damaged seg-
ment increases when local MFA reduces (line AA4 in Fig. 7). Incremental
damage which was initiated in the weakest segment of the tracheid allows the
microfibrils to tend to straighten (local MFA reduction) and this phenomenon
is accompanied by a slight increase of the local Young’s modulus. When the
local Young’s modulus in the weakest segment increases to the modulus in the
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second-weakest segment of the tracheid (E2), damage initiates in this zone and
also later in other parts until final failure of the tracheid. This gives the po-
tential of large strains and non-localized multi-damaging behavior to the
tracheid under tensile force. Also if the cell tensile behavior is governed by
sliding and sticking in the matrix, the local Young’s modulus increases while
local MFA reduces, (line AA5 in Fig. 7). In this case, the effective behavior of
the tracheid would be similar to Fig. 8e. Such a behavior was observed in
some experimental stress–strain curves, especially in normal wood tracheids
with smaller and more uniform microfibrils distribution. In Fig. 10, experi-
mental evidence of non-localized multi-damage process of a tracheid under
tensile force is shown. In Fig. 10a, a single spruce tracheid was loaded under
tension and an early opening initiated at point A. The initiated crack grew
upon increasing the applied displacement (Fig. 10b–e). However, the tracheid
final failure occurred at point B (Fig. 10f). This phenomenon confirms the
possibility of the last scenario, i.e., microstructural evolution of wood trac-
heids in tension.

The microscopic observations of non-localized damage in Fig. 10, elasto-
plastic macroscopic behavior with positive strain hardening in many of the
wood tracheids and the tracheid’s potential of straining more than 20% in

Fig. 10 Non-localized damage in tracheid tensile test. a Local failure is initiated at point A, b–e
failure progresses, f tracheid final failure at point B
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tensile tests show that the hypothesis based on multi-damage and micro-
structural evolution could be the constitutive mechanism governing the tensile
behavior of single wood cells while sliding sticking mechanism with MFA
reduction partly contributes to the phenomenon.

Conclusion

Tensile stress–strain behavior of single wood tracheids is complex, showing
load-history dependency. Non-uniformities of MFA and other natural heter-
ogeneities, changing the local properties of the cell wall, affect the tensile
behavior of individual wood tracheids. Being unable to visualize the evolution
of the ultrastructure of the cell in tension, a micromechanical based model is a
useful approach to understand the physical mechanism involved in the com-
plex behavior of wood cells.

By using a simple isotropic damage model, influence of local damage on the
longitudinal Young’s modulus of the cell wall was calculated and different
probabilities of MFA reduction were discussed. The model leads to suggest
that the multi-damaging process and microfibrillar evolution are probably the
main governing phenomena in tensile behavior of wood cells.

The linear stress–strain domain for a cell with non-uniform MFA is gov-
erned by the lowest force level corresponding to the highest MFA. Beyond
this level, damage initiates in the matrix of the weakest segment in turn
leading to the decrease of the MFA in the damaged zone. Depending on the
local MFA as well as the damage stage, the generated irreversible strain could
be significant or small. Furthermore, an increase in the applied forces results
in the progress of tensile damage in matrix and further MFA reduction that
increases the stiffness of the damaged zone. These processes lead to a possi-
bility of multi-damaging phenomenon, damage initiation in the second-
weakest segment after evolution in the weakest segment. Multi-damage pro-
cess, local MFAs reduction and stiffness growth make the cell more homo-
geneous. This phenomenon may be responsible for the non-yielding segment
before failure which is often observed in compression wood tensile behavior.
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